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forward in Yael Bartana’s ilmic trilogy
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We’re dedicating, or perhaps better yet, we’re dedicat-
ed. You can ind her in borrowed words and works cited, 
the title of the prologue and en route to Quebec. She’s 
come up again and again, a voice in each issue, her text 
a destination in itself. 
It is not through any intrinsic quality of the sign 
but rather through the interpretive acts of mem-
bers of a sign community that the sign comes to 
have meaning. Hence the transmutability of all 
signs, their capacity to serve as signiied or sig-
niier, independent of their physical properties. 
The semiotic universe is an abstract and inter-
pretive universe constructed by means of con-
crete social practices. 
 —Susan Stewart, On Longing, 1984
We’re in a place for sharing, and not just because it’s 
what mom and dad told us to do—it’s where we’ve end-
ed up, after the paradoxes of intangible materials and 
. At the end of it all, longing is 
formed of overlaps, shared moments. It may seem like 
no one’s at the other end of the feeling, but that missed 
connection . And sometimes, the 
rapid clacking of keystrokes can sound just like cam-
era shutters. 
Indeed, people gather around longing. Though its loca-
tion may be unixed, it’s a site nonetheless, and here we 
map it between palms of holding hands. The metaphor 
illustrates why, regardless of its , 
longing never refers to the singular. Not simply a result 
of its impermanent materiality, longing is so di cult to 
describe because of its impermanent meaning, ever-de-
pendent on involved parties. 
Our sentiment is an echo of Susan Stewart, who’s also 
our allegorical  (though we didn’t an-
ticipate it). She tells us that language is fundamentally 
social, a collaborative phenomenon that’s consequent-
ly unable to hold its meaning. An empty sign like any 
other, longing hinders on ; we won’t be 
. Longing, we’ve 
come to realize, is what occupies the spaces between 
people. 
Sometimes these spaces take the shape of a comple-
mentary protagonist—an individual whose narrative 
, who’s able 
to  with an uncanny accuracy. But what 
of the roads not taken? Longing can go undiscovered 
until  often related to the 
word’s relationship with belonging. A gap appears in 
the collective, capable of  and shattering 
histories, ; a past that was as-
sumed to have been written in stone has been erased, 
and it demands a rewrite. When no one is made re-
sponsible for writing history diferently, the onus falls 
on the group. And once history has been made plural, 
.  
Shared experience, and shared longing, can be man-
ufactured—a sweet promise brought to you by the 
World Wide Web. Connecting across servers has re-
placed connecting across borders. You’ll never be the 
only one who’s longing for connection (the internet 
proves it) and when all seems lost, there’s always a 
. Be wary, however: inter-
net connection is known to be faulty, which means that 
open access comes with its fair share of empty space. 
Then there are those shared experiences not so much 
predicated on longing, but on 
. These moments are both instantaneous and 
beneath perception, transforming into the feeling only 
. Ordinary fragments are pre-
cious all of a sudden—we learn to cherish the index of 
a memory as an . As far 
as longing is concerned, this archive is synonymous 
with its capitalized counterpart. 
All we can know of longing are its bookends, the sto-
ries and interpretations that have provided the feeling 
with a name, however temporary. It’s come to our at-
tention that no matter what, longing necessitates dif-
ference, much like language itself 
 We can refer to this diference as a distance, a 
slippage, a crack—but it always leaves a space. Thus 
concludes our appropriately collaborative attempt to 
unravel longing: inding it to be a deliberate space of 
coincidental togetherness.
NOA BRONSTEIN   |   DEBORAH WANG   |   HILLARY KAELL   |    TOMER DIAMANT  
Remembering has its complement in forgetting. What linguistic bedfellow 
would we give longing? Longing has always seemed to me a word that plays 
both parts; it is both protagonist and antagonist. Longing dizzyingly steadies 
itself between a romantic desire and a dangerous, lustful hunger for the unat-
tainable. In its pedantic deinition, longing has no resolution. Like the horizon, 
it ends nowhere but persuades us to idle. And yet longing might ind a tangible 
resolution in the pilgrimage—artistic, religious, or otherwise. Pilgrimage is the 
longing for place, inclusion, community, and spiritual elevation. This kind of 
yearning is as much a longing for enlightenment as for site, for the resolute 
landing at a symbolically marked geographic pinpoint.
 
Having not been on any such tour myself, I invited several contributors to 
assist in thinking about passages formed by transcendental or intellectual 
cravings. Below are micro essays by Deborah Wang, Hillary Kaell, and Tomer 
Diamant, each of which ofers personal perspective on the connection between 
longing and pilgrimage. 
Noa Bronstein 
The irst popularized architectural pilgrimage might have been 
the Grand Tour. Of the many cities this “tour” included, Rome 
was one— even my own architectural education led me there. 
The notion of pilgrimage as longing intrigues. I never thought 
of either term in quite this way: a desire for journey, a yearning 
for a place. Over a decade ago, I went on such a journey to fa-
mous architectural sites such as Zumthor’s thermal baths in Vals 
and Corbousier’s chapel Notre Dame de Haut in Ronchamp. They 
delivered. With Tadao Ando’s Chichu Art Museum, a subterra-
nean museum on the island of Naoshima, I didn’t so much long 
for it as happen upon it—a kind of retroactive longing. Yet the 
journey, the place, the building, and specifically the work of James 
Turrell (Open Field) changed me. Changed us. Five years later, 
these places still haunt my memory and my work.
Deborah Wang 
Cultural theorist Susan Stewart describes longing as a 
yearning desire. To think of the past with such fondness 
that we write it into the future—into a life we want to rec-
reate. In the countryside, she writes, longing is implanted 
into the geography of the place.  Something about the 
bigness of sky that recalls the ininite. Something about a 
closeness to nature that makes us yearn for a life we have 
lost. Since I began researching Quebecois wayside crosses, 
I have been more attuned to how the romantic creeps into 
depictions of rural life. In actuality the farmers, carpenters, 
and others who maintain these 15-foot crosses are always 
matter-of-fact. They tell me about the everyday work of 
running the farm or plowing rural roads. At the crosses, 
they talk about how to treat rusty screws and chipped 
cement. Or they recount stories—fond remembrances more 
than longings—about the parents and grandparents who 
used to pray there with them when they were young. When 
we meet at the crosses for their annual prayers in May, a 
type of local pilgrimage, they ask God for help with the 
here and now: a villager is sick, a business is failing. There 
is something too vital, too real about this relationship with 
the land and with the crosses to call it longing or nostalgie.
But despite myself, there are moments when I get caught up 
in that kind of yearning Stewart describes. I was struck by 
it last spring during what might be considered a kind of pil-
grimage for academics: I was at Laval University, surround-
ed by box upon box of archival materials. Barely used since 
they had been sealed up, they contained pages of notes, 
doodles, and photos compiled by Quebecois students who 
had travelled across the province in the 1970s and 1980s 
documenting the crosses. On Day Three of my work, in Box 
51, I pulled out a photographic plate of black and white im-
ages showing nameless crosses along the road. Some were 
barely visible on the horizon, while others stood out starkly 
against the setting sun. Each tiny photo box contained a lit-
tle world and suddenly it hit me: the ininiteness of the sky, 
the tininess of human action, the almost palpable sense of 
loss. An object, once beloved by someone, was now rotting, 
barely discernable against the trees. Sitting in the bright 
glare of institutional lights on the standard-issue university 
chair, a feeling washed over me that had been absent on my 
actual travels to the crosses, which are so present, monu-
mental, overwhelmingly there. Being far enough removed, I 
suppose, made it suddenly possible to feel longing instead. 
Hillary Kaell
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I’m in Bilbao. A narrow street of eight-storey buildings forms a tunnel point-
ing me towards the shimmering surfaces of the city’s new museum. It’s 2001, 
the winter before entering architecture school, and this is where I’ve chosen 
to make my pilgrimage. The approach towards the titanium shrine takes on a 
surreal quality as I pass by a giant topiary terrier presiding over the grounds. I 
circle the museum exterior, delight in its cacophonous form and make my way 
down towards its entry hall. I’m bemused to see that the entire museum has 
been temporarily given over to a massive show of minimalist works from the 
Guggenheim’s Panza collection. I’ve encountered works by many, many of 
these artists before—but here, of all places? 
The works relate to the museum’s architecture like a tone poem to a parade. 
Unexpectedly, I found myself spending the better part of a day meandering 
through the museum in a strange and exhausting liminal trance that had been 
induced by this juxtaposition. Maybe the architecture in itself didn’t pack the 
formative punch I’d been seeking, but the curatorial tension within the space, 
intended or accidental, left a strong impression on me.
The following year, in architecture school, we’d study the great Gothic cathe-
drals. Our professor would emphasize the psychedelic exuberance with which 
these buildings must have been conceived of in their time. He would also make 
the case that as important economic catalysts, these cathedrals represented the 
original ‘Bilbao Efect.’ I would recall my experience of Bilbao and imagine the 
bones of St. Thomas of Canterbury resting in a Donald Judd box.
Tomer Diamant
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—E. M. Cioran
The Jewish Renaissance Movement in Poland’s (JRMiP) mani-
festo is a red, poster-sized proclamation typed in black, atop 
a logo of the crowned Polish eagle combined with the Star of 
David. Written from a Jewish perspective, it passionately calls 
for the return of 3.3 million Jews to Poland in an efort to rectify 
the tragedies of the past. Like a work of fan iction, it proclaims: 
“We long to write new pages into a history that never quite took 
the course we wanted.” In tune with this sentimental genre, it 
voices the desires of its audience, however unrealistic. Though 
framed in a Jewish context, it stands for the lost Other in any 
community. The manifesto appeals to “all those for whom there 
is no place in their homelands,” with the goal of creating a mul-
ticultural state in Poland based in liberal values of diversity. 
“Join us,” the text concludes in what I can only hear as nearly 
breathless exhilaration, “and Europe will be stunned.”
The manifesto is a take-away component of Yael Bartana’s ...And 
Europe Will Be Stunned, a ilmic trilogy that has been screened 
as a ilm, shown as a multi-channel installation, and led to a 
2012 Berlin conference on the topic of the Jewish Renaissance 
at the Berlin Biennale. While a movement with real historical 
underpinnings, the current manifestation of the JRMiP vis-à-
vis the three ilms remains more an academic thought experi-
ment than a plausible reality. Indeed, the conference (excerpts 
from which are available online) opened with the declamation 
of imaginary deceased JRMiP leader, Sławomir Sierakowski, 
who is in reality a  living leftist political thinker in Poland. 
The cultural dynamic in Poland maintains largely unacknowl-
edged anti-Semitic undertones, even at the level of everyday 
language, which is why Bartana’s representation of Poland in 
the 2011 Venice Biennale seems such a step forward—she was 
the irst non-national artist, let alone Israeli artist, to represent 
the country. It is interesting, then, that an artist without Polish 
roots produced a work eliciting nostalgia for a country that has 
historically proven itself inhospitable to its Jewish population. 
Bartana’s layering of diferent types of longing form a complex 
web that evokes not only the ambiguities of place, but also a 
time when communal action seemed possible. Most important-
ly, Bartana’s work presents nostalgia as a function of the present 
The man who belongs, organically belongs to a civilization cannot identify the nature of the disease 
which undermines it (Cioran 1968, 48).
rather than a reality of the past.
 
Derived from the Greek nostos (return home) and 
algia (longing), nostalgia was irst coined in the 
17th century when diagnosed as a sickness in Swiss 
mercenary soldiers (Boym 2001, xii). Since then 
it has been a much maligned concept, associat-
ed with an often unrealistic glamorization of the 
past and aesthetic kitsch. Literary scholar Svetlana 
Boym has attempted to revitalize the concept into 
a legitimate and even critical aesthetic response. 
Through the examination of the art of Russian émi-
grés among other things, Boym has diferentiated 
between two types of longing: restorative nostalgia 
and relective nostalgia (Boym 2001, 49). The former 
is associated with a static image of the past that the 
nostalgic seeks to revive. This approach, marked by 
a belief in better times, lends itself to nationalism 
and other stultifying absolutes. Resolutely sincere, 
it looks to the past for a long-lost truth. Relective 
nostalgia, on the other hand, relishes in the act of 
longing itself. It is closely associated with personal 
experience, rather than collective memory, and thus 
embraces all the contingencies of forgetting. Instead 
of embodying human desire within an ideal or insti-
tution, it repackages big ideas as individual memo-
ries. Relective nostalgia brings the mess back into 
historical narratives by allowing the co-existence of 
individual stories.
Of course, as with any analysis of human emotion, 
simple reductions can get tricky and if strictly ad-
hered to, absurd. In reality, nostalgia does not always 
neatly fall into one category or the other, and Barta-
na’s work seems to ind resonance in each of Boym’s 
deinitions. Just as her ilms are marked by ironic, 
if not uncomfortable historical contradictions, they 
are also sufused with naive and sentimental dreams 
of restoration. Envisioning the return of 3.3 million Jews to Poland 
is not a simple, or even ethical afair—a return is a symbolic ges-
ture of relocation and not a literal undoing. Of those who might 
relocate from Israel: who are they, and what ties do they have with 
Poland? Has the population of Poland become any more open to a 
multicultural state, despite its vaunted history of being one? With 
all Bartana’s references to totalitarian propaganda and allusions 
to WWII, it is diicult to take this proposition as sincere, yet it did 
inspire a conference around its theme attended by scholars, artists 
and intellectuals from around the world. Interestingly, Bartana has 
called her work a “universal presentation of the impossibility of liv-
ing together.” Though the ilm might be taken as yet another mark-
er of failed human relations, it may also open a space of shared 
imagining where, through its layered weaving of ideologies, alter-
nate futures might be written.
...And Europe Will Be Stunned is composed of three ilms, each com-
pleted two years apart spanning from 2007 to 2011: Mary Koszmary 
(Nightmares), Mur i Wieża (Wall and Tower), and Zamach (As-
sassination). Together they are an hour in length, though they 
have been exhibited simultaneously in separate rooms as well as 
screened in sequence. The ilms layer historically and ideological-
ly competing allusions, references, and styles to  create a sophis-
ticated narrative. The overarching sense is one of simultaneous 
sincerity and irony that relects a world acutely aware of the dan-
gers of grand narratives, yet one that longs for the very utopias 
it so rightly critiques. In short, it is a world marred by scepticism 
that nevertheless inds room for hope.
The irst ilm, Mary Koszmary, features the leader of the JRMiP in 
Warsaw’s now overgrown Soviet-era Decennial Stadium. The style 
of the ilm directly references Leni Riefenstahl’s 1934 Triumph of 
the Will, where Nazi political speeches are recorded in crowded 
stadiums. Here, however, the orator’s passionate declamation 
echoes in a near empty ield. He is the Pole calling for the return of 
his lost Jewish Other. By returning, he says, Jews will heal Polish 
wounds, and thereby also heal their own. His attentive audience 
is a small group of youth scouts and pioneers—the future patriots of 
Poland. As he orates his emotional message, the camera slowly pans 
to reveal the boundary where the ilm’s narrative meets the outside 
world. At the fringes of the stadium there stands a group of make-
shift structures resembling a small outdoor market, where people go 
about their daily business oblivious to the speech happening below. 
Mur i Wieża depicts the construction of a 1930s style “wall and 
tower” kibbutz in the Muranów district of Warsaw, former site 
of the Warsaw Ghetto. Set to the Polish national anthem, then to 
the Israeli anthem played backwards, the ilm takes the form of a 
Soviet propaganda ilm; it depicts happy, young, agile men and 
women working together to build a centre for communal living. 
Hebrew-Polish language classes are held inside and a lag depict-
ing an amalgamation of the crowned Polish eagle and the Star 
of David is raised atop the tower. However, despite the Hebrew 
“Welcome” above the gate, the kibbutz fence is ringed with barbed 
wire, evoking the darker past of the site. At night, a spotlight from 
the tower shines on the Holocaust memorial across the street.
The inal part of the trilogy, Zamach, takes place in the Palace of 
Culture and Science in Warsaw—Stalin’s “gift to Poland” situated 
at the southern tip of the former Warsaw Ghetto. The ilm begins 
with what looks like the drawn curtains of a theatre set. But soon 
we realize it is the interior of a hearse. The back doors open to 
reveal the Palace’s colonnade where black and red banners hang 
between columns giving the sinister impression of totalitarian 
power, speciically Nazi Germany. The coin is carried in proces-
sion to a large assembly hall where speeches are made and visi-
tors come to view the body. The leader of the JRMiP has become 
a martyr for his cause and his followers vow to carry on.
Like the JRMiP itself, the ilms border fact and iction. As mentioned 
above the hero and leader of the JRMiP is Sławomir Sierakowski, 
a leftist political thinker and the editor of Krytyka Polityczna—a 
prominent Polish leftist newspaper. The cast of the second ilm is 
illed with many known cultural igures, such as Polish painter 
Wilhelm Sasnal and Israeli composer Roee Ben-Sira. In the third 
ilm Polish-Israeli writer Alona Frankel plays herself, while the 
crowds gathered to hear the eulogies are real citizens who take 
part in the JRMiP (Cumming 2012). Ideologies and histories are 
just as  seamlessly mixed in a visual vocabulary sufused with nos-
talgia, irony, and hope. Each ilm, through the visual techniques 
employed, can be understood as its simultaneous reversal. The 
kibbutz becomes a concentration camp as well as a mark of force-
ful Israeli settlement. Similarly, the JRMiP eventually grows into a 
monolithic and oppressive structure marked by hanging banners, 
processions and speeches.
Bartana seems to warn that any restorative endeavour, even those 
with the best of intentions, are framed by totalitarian ethos. Under 
the works’ sweeping narrative of longing lies an implicit parallel 
to Israel as the Promised Land with all its continuing conlicts, the 
result of which has caused some to believe that “the true home of 
the Jew is the diaspora itself” (Kremintzar). The artist highlights 
the tenuous nature of homeland, nation, territory, and any other 
absolute demarcation of space. To this day the pathologies  re-
sulting from imposed borders surge forward like a return of the 
repressed. Persistent territorial conlicts in all parts of the world 
reveal that no terrain is truly anyone’s homeland by natural de-
cree. Every land, just like every memory, has its competing claims. 
Moreover, all territory has a pre-existing population and ecolog-
ical balance that is necessarily complicated by the arrival of new 
inhabitants. We all live in a creative and often contradictory nego-
tiation with each other and our surroundings. Bartana’s sentimen-
tal evocation of a place of belonging for all those who fall through 
the cracks of collective memory is not as much a desirable end as 
it is cathartic. It diagnoses, through iction and longing, the very 
nature of be-longing. Bartana proposes a state of being that does 
not ind fulillment in the place it longs for, but in the act of long-
ing itself, and the imagined narratives that might ensue. Longing 
cannot necessarily be cured, but in its individual idiosyncrasy, it 
can be used as a force for change.
Nostalgia in ...And Europe Will Be Stunned is used as a means 
of repurposing the past for its relevance to contemporary expe-
rience, in place of attempting to understand nostalgia within an 
analytic framework. If we are to move forward, how do we remember 
without reopening the wounds of the past? More than this, how 
do we heal without forgetting? Bartana’s project, over which I 
have only skimmed, does not provide a methodology for living 
together but neither does it discredit the possibility. The strate-
gies of art—critical employment of a given medium, open-ended 
imagining, multiplicity—are methods of imaginative world-build-
ing that will persist as artefacts for future generations. Bartana’s 
use of nostalgia does not harness longing into a singular trope, in 
the way the kibbutz or the manifesto did, but leaves longing, and 
belonging, as an open-ended proposition.
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This is an interactive visual essay. Clicking hotspots on the image will reveal the written content.
naakita feldman-kiss
The exchanges I have with individuals on Craigslist lend to 
the development of an archive. This archive is composed 
of anecdotes gathered from these virtual relationships, a 
retelling of the messages and emails I hold so dear. I am 
a deeply emotional person and connection is imperative 
for me. My process relects this, though it is also incredibly 
removed, careful to keep a safe distance. 
Working this way might appear selish on surface level, and 
it certainly calls into question the ethics of participatory art 
and crowd-sourced content. All of the work I make involves 
full disclosure, and more often than not my collaborators 
are comfortable divulging their stories once they know the 
purpose for which I am collecting them.
Likewise, I ind comfort and safety in my virtual persona, 
and prefer these communications to remain anonymous. I 
ask for honesty and it is ofered in return when prompted. 
Indeed, the level of comfort that can be achieved from be-
hind a computer screen is remarkable, but I wonder: is it 
intimacy if there’s no risk involved?
My involvement with Craigslist began as a habit, an exercise 
in procrastination—I would frequent the website, looking at 
gigs, chat board postings, and missed connections. As my 
readership became habitual, the more patterns and person-
alities I noticed.
It was only a matter of time before I started posting across 
country and internationally. At the start, I wasn’t sure of my 
motivations but they soon became clear. I, like nearly every-
one else on the site, was searching for connection. I began to 
use Craigslist as an avenue to disclose what I found myself 
unable to express to those in close physical and emotional 
proximity. Craigslist—a widely adopted and international 
online community—taught me basic lessons in vulnerability 
and intimacy.
Finally, several years ago, I decided to name my Craigslist 
obsession “research.”
This interactive process now frames my artistic practice. It 
could be discussed in terms of socially engaged art and rela-
tional aesthetics, but these categories see  uch too simple, 
and even lack relevance in relation to what I do. But maybe 
I’m still trying to unpack it. 
In my experience of, and attempt to work through feel-
ings of alienation, I have tailored a site for personal 
connection. Though these relationships are not always 
ongoing, they ofer a glimpse of something genuine. 
I’ve created opportunities for both myself and my con-
tributors to disclose and discuss our truths, in a space 
free of inhibition. When sharing online, there are fewer 
fears around how you might be perceived by your lis-
tener. In some way, these anonymous interactions allow 
for both a private and public display of emotion. There 
is no anxiety about revealing too much when it’s the 
purpose of the exercise. 
My contributors and I are all looking for the same 
thing: the freedom to express something that we have 
not been fully able to voice. I chose Craigslist as a host 
because the demographic it attracts is far reaching, but 
there is also an implied openness across the posters. It 
is easy, accessible, and unintimidating. 
How does one convey the personal intricacies of this type of 
work, without succumbing to text-based conventions which 
are so often void of emotion in the attempt at objectivity? 
In the context of participatory art, diferent conventions are 
required for discussion. We must reinvent old strategies to 
cope with the new.
The artist’s text should exist as support and another point 
of entry. There are things that do not need to be revealed, 
information that does not need to be given away. In other 
words, the texts accompanying this work need to accom-
modate the standards of the social as much as the art itself 
does—a sort-of poetic script relecting the interactions of 
the collaborators. 
I’m of the mind that if you work in a social realm, the indi-
viduals involved in the production of the art should be able 
to access it. When we apply a particular artistic rhetoric, the 
work is distanced from its intended function, making it less 
reachable for those participating in its creation. For me, this 
type of vocabulary is often detrimental to the participatory 
way of working. 
My Craigslist research process is an attempt at 
redeining oral history. A new method with which 
to approach the dissemination of personal narra-
tives feels crucial at this point in time. However, 
this is far from a global or universal need. There 
are communities and cultures that have these 
systems already in place. So why has this work 
been able to traverse national and continental 
borders?
The desire to share and make connections across 
boundaries is no doubt universal. How can we 
recover a sharing community in a society that is 
marked by fears and anxieties about opening up? 
My proposed method uses the very technologies 
that have been blamed for our alienation.
I feel so far away from you, could we talk?
If you would you like to submit a story, 
or would like more information, please visit
LONGING THROUGH THE LENS
There is something incredibly sensual 
about photographing somebody else. 
Yet the photographic device, whether a 
professional grade Nikon D4 or an iPhone, 
remains between us all. We try to touch 
each other, but we capture each other in-
stead, separated by a cage: the apparatus. 
Paradoxically, the very device that brings 
us so close to one another comes to negate 
real human contact; we lose each other 
in the photographic moment. We might 
feel we are falling in love with every 
photograph we take, but in fact we die 
together (maybe that is even more inti-
mate), and all that is left is the trace of 
a moment that the photograph can only 
vaguely recall. The photographer, much 
like the lover, exists in a constant state 
of longing. 
We have developed an urge to pho-
tograph and so it becomes a relex, a 
need—what are we looking for by shoot-
ing away? The other day I woke up and 
she (l’objet aimé)  was lying next to me. 
Coming through my window, the light hit 
her naked body in a bright triangle, creat-
ing incredible contrast. This gave me the 
strong urge to photograph her. I was blown 
away by the beauty of the sight, and my 
irst instinct was to pick up a camera and 
immortalize her in her sleep. This troubled 
me. I wondered why I felt the need to do 
such a thing. A thing that, in this context, 
seemed intrusive and almost perverse. It 
was not, however, a sexual urge, nor was 
it purely aesthetic—it was a moment that I 
wanted to preserve. As much as we try, this 
proves to be impossible to do. The photo-
graphic object can hold a memory, but a 
memory is never clear. Remembering is 
the longing for a moment. By taking pho-
tos we try to immortalize moments, but 
what makes us so attached to these is their 
very mortality. So, when we photograph, we 
long for a moment that we cannot relive. 
We are trying to remember. 
Taking a photograph creates a moment of 
its own kind, a lapse—it happens like an 
inhale. It is almost like sharing a shadow 
with another, an intangible closeness. I am 
inspired by the photographic theories of 
Roland Barthes here, even if I look at the 
photographic moment in a less morbid 
way than he does in Camera Lucida (Bar-
thes 1981).  In an efort to elaborate on this 
branch of photographic theories, I would 
like to think about the photographer’s in-
herent state of longing in contemporary 
terms. How is Barthes’ phenomenological 
thought (and the romanticism that comes 
with it) relevant today, in the realm of the 
digital, the web, and social media?  
We have all become photographers or, per-
haps more accurately, we all now take pho-
tographs. Either way, most of us regularly 
impersonate the igure of the photographer. 
This might be a consequence of sheer ac-
cessibility; it’s just too easy. Phones can 
now create photographic quality that is 
comparable to any point-and-shoot cam-
era. At this point, an increase in megapix-
el does not mean much, considering how 
high standard quality has become. Even 
if it did make a diference, it seems irrele-
vant given the ile compression involved 
in the sharing of these photographs. 
This is, as explained by Lev Manovich in 
his essay “The Paradoxes of Digital Pho-
tography,” one of the contradictions of 
(supposedly) indeinitely reproducible 
digital iles. The degradation of a digital 
photo, in practice, happens much quick-
er than in the case of an analogue print 
(Manovich 2003, 242). Few people will 
be printing their iPhone photos in large 
format—most of these images are sent 
and received through internet-based 
platforms like e-mail, Facebook, Twit-
ter, Instagram, blogs, etc.
We take these photographs quickly and 
we want them made visible just as quick-
ly, often simultaneously, so that we can 
receive instant feedback in the form of 
comments and ‘likes.’ We need immedi-
acy and therefore the quality of the ile is 
beside the point. Here, we see a deep sense 
of ‘want’ and ‘need.’ It seems that this pro-
cess is one of constant longing. There is no 
stop to it, it keeps repeating itself. What is 
this longing for? We seem to have moved 
away from the sensual longing of the pho-
tographic moment. Our physical proximi-
ty to others seems to be diminishing. This 
is especially true when the photographer 
becomes the subject, in the case of the ‘sel-
ie,’ where an active isolation occurs; one is 
truly alone in space. Photography has be-
come a crucial aspect of our social interac-
tions. We even have platforms of their own 
to strictly communicate through visual 
language, such as the mobile application 
‘Snapchat.’ We are using photography to 
reach out to others, but the enormity of the 
apparatus seems to bring us further from 
each other (viscerally speaking), leaving 
a daunting emptiness or lack in its wake. 
This efective technology gratiies us 
but never fully satisies. I cannot think of 
a better word to describe such a situation 
than longing. 
The self-portrait was around long before 
photographic practices were even devel-
oped. The self, understandably, is a com-
mon subject of interest. When the camera 
was made accessible to the masses, turn-
ing it towards oneself became a common 
practice. Of course, there are logistical 
obstacles: you have to use a timer or ex-
tend your arm, camera in hand, and hope 
you it in the frame. Today this awkward 
position has become an accepted part of 
everyday life for many of us. It is so in-
credibly simple to take a photo of oneself 
that this form of photography is now a 
centrefold of people’s social lives. It is a 
phenomenon that speaks to our contem-
porary situation in a world dominated by 
virtual realities and the web. 
What happens when the photographer 
also becomes the subject? There is no lon-
ger another person behind the camera. 
There is no longer another person look-
ing at you. The only gaze comes from the 
lens that you, yourself, chose to operate. 
There is, maybe, a new kind of sensuality 
that develops here—that between us and 
the photographic device. The intimacy 
in photography comes from the isolation 
of the photographer and subject from the 
outside world in the moment that the shut-
ter is clicked. The self-portrait, therefore, is 
a momentary but complete isolation of the 
individual. It is an act of introspection, but 
again, the camera acts as an interpreter, 
showing us a diferent image of ourselves. 
I recently went into a photo booth—a 
physical photo booth inside the Ber-
ri-UQAM subway station in Montréal 
(not the application on my MacBook). 
I want to concentrate on this particular 
experience of the self-portrait. I found 
the photo booth to be the perfect physi-
cal representation for this act; separation 
from the outside world takes the form of 
a box in which you sit. The isolation be-
came very real as I stared at myself on 
the booth’s screen and ‘took’ the photos. 
 I found myself alone with myself, 
alone in the presence of an apparatus 
that almost felt like an intruder, and yet I 
was the visitor. It was an intimate space.
 
Photography is a visual medium in which 
longing plays a crucial role. Whether we 
are positioned as photographer, subject, 
or viewer, it seems that we are looking 
for something that cannot be seen, like a 
memory. Longing can be quite a beauti-
ful notion when speaking of photography 
within the discourse of love. However, the 
technology now associated with the appa-
ratus brings about a much stranger feeling. 
The endlessness of longing has been ac-
celerated, it is both perpetual and immedi-
ate. Contemporary photographic practices 
support a new kind of individualism that is 
now apparent in all corners of our culture, 
the art world included. 
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